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Abstract ─ In this paper, a mm-wave radar is devised
to monitor the micro-deformation of bridges and its
performance is verified via monitoring a highway and
a freight railway bridges. The radar interferometry
technology is utilized to develop the compact and
portable mm-wave radar. Experiments are set up to
monitor a highway bridge around Beijing-Tianjin
expressway which is near the sixth ring roads of Beijing
and a Daqin freight railway bridge in Yanqing, Beijing.
The experimental results demonstrate that the devised
radar can detect the micro-deformation of the bridge
vibration with a super-resolution and high precision,
making the mm-wave radar promising for bridge
monitoring, dam monitoring, debris flow monitoring
applications.
Index Terms ─ Micro-deformation monitoring, millimeter
(mm) wave radar, super-resolution and high precision.

I. INTRODUCTION
The status of the bridges is very important, which
can help to check and repair the bridge damages [1].
In particular, the bridges are increased rapidly for
constructing the modern highway, high-speed railway
and roads [2-3]. Thus, it is useful to monitor the status of
these bridges to understand the bridge healthy status [45]. Moreover, these bridges should be monitored in realtime and repaired on time.
Recently, several methods or devices have been
presented to monitor the status of the bridges, such as
gauges, accelerometers, total stations, digital levers,
global position system [4-5]. Although these devices or
methods, including the sensors, can well detect the status
of the bridges, the installations of these devices are
difficult since they should contact with the bridges,
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which are dangerous, time-consuming, and they are
sensitive to the weather and the environments [6-8]. In
addition, the installation of these devices might give
unnecessary to the transportation and the economy. It is
a best way to find out a solution to monitor the status of
the bridges using non-contacting method, which can also
provide a real-time and online monitoring. To overcome
the drawbacks of these devices and meet the practical
requirements, radar interferometry technique has been
studied for providing an all-weather and non-contract
method for monitoring the status of the bridges [9-12].
In comparison with the above mentioned techniques, the
radar can overcome the disadvantages, and it has been
used for detecting the civil structures. An IBIS radar is
designed by Italy and it has been used for monitoring the
simple bridges [13]. However, there is no comparison
with the different bridges. Moreover, there is no radarbased micro-deformation monitoring for highway and
freight railway bridges.
In this paper, a mm-wave radar is devised for
monitoring the micro-deformation of the bridges. The
radar is designed in our laboratory and its performance
is verified for monitoring a highway and a freight
railway bridges. In the designed mm-wave radar,
interferometry technique is considered for improving the
precision of the measurement. The measurement results
are presented to prove that the devised radar can well
monitor the micro-deformation of the bridge vibration
with a super-resolution and high precision. The proposed
mm-wave micro-deformation monitoring method can
detect the displacement with a distance from the targets
and it also is easy to install in the practical engineering.
In our paper, we mainly discuss the micro-deformation
monitoring based on our design mm-wave radar to detect
the bridges vibrations of highway and freight railway.
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II. THEORY AND STRUCTURE OF THE
MM-WAVE RADAR
In the mm-wave radar design, frequency-modulated
continuous wave (FMCW) mode is considered to make
the radar compact and simple [14-15]. Additionally, it
also has many advantages in comparison with traditional
radars, such as high resolution and low transmitting
power [14]. Thus, the radar can be used to monitor the
bridges since the vibrations from the bridges are very
small, which is always smaller than 5mm. As for the
FMCW radar, the range resolution is described as [1416]:
c ,
(1)
r 
2B
where B denotes the bandwidth of the radar while
c represents the speed of light. The interferometric
technique is used for improving the micro-deformation
detection ability by taking echo phase difference into
consideration [17]. The micro-deformation and the echo
phase difference has a relationship which is given by:



(2)
 ,
4π
where ∆R is the change of the bridge, ∆φ is the echo
phase shift, λ is the wavelength of the center frequency.
Since the radar is designed at mm-wave, its wavelength
is very small, and hence, the minimum deformation of
the bridge vibration can be detected. In addition, phase
unwrapping and phase calibrated methods are also
utilized to guarantee the phase accuracy which can
accurately measure the micro-deformation of the bridges
[17]. The monitoring installation is illustrated in Fig. 1
to get the micro-deformation of the bridges [19-25].

R 

Fig. 1. Correction scheme of radar bridge monitoring.
In Fig. 1, the radar is always under the bridge to get
the accurate deformation. If the mm-wave is installed
with an angle to the bridge. The micro-deformation
measurement results should be corrected by using the
correction scheme listed in Fig. 1 and the computations
are given in [20]. In Fig. 1, the deformation on the
direction of sight is [20]:

d j  R j 1  R j ( j  1, 2,3 ) ,
and we have

h 2  d j 2  ( R j 1 ) 2  2 R j 1  d j  cos(
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when θ is very small. Herein,



( R j 1 )  2  d j  sin( )  ( R j 1  d j ) .
2
Thus, we can get the micro-deformation:

h  d j 2  ( R j 1 )2 ( R j 1  d j ) .

(5)

(6)

In fact, the micro-deformation is very small
obtained from the vibration of the bridges in comparison
with the distance between the radar and the bridges. And
the micro-deformation is gotten from the measurement,
which will be affected by position of the radar and the
monitoring angle. To well get the measurement accuracy
of the bridge vibrations, many experiments have been
done and compared with the ANSYS simulations [20].
As we know, the highway bridge and the freight railway
bridges are so wide that we should consider the
monitoring position and the angle of the radar installation
[19].
On the basis of the bridge micro-deformation
monitoring applications, an mm-wave radar is designed,
which is comprised of slot antennas, transmitter, receiver,
data processing module, and power supplies. In this
design, the two slot antenna arrays with high isolation of
60dB are used for transmitting antenna and receiving
antenna, which are connected via the cable-to-waveguide
transformer to the transmitter and receiver. Herein, the
antenna array has a beam width of 4º×10º. In the antenna
design, we use the simple slot antenna to form an array,
which is based on the experience in our lab. In the data
processing, control and signal sampling units are utilized
and integrated into the radar system to provide a data
sequence control. Additionally, a battery and a voltage
regulator are used for providing a stable voltage in the
out bridge monitor testing. For the transceiver, the radio
frequency signals are generated at the same time. Mixing
the received signal with a local replica of the transmitting
signal maintains coherence and makes the system compact.
In the transmitter, a linear frequency-modulated chirp
signal is generated by a direct digital synthesizer, which
has a bandwidth of 300MHz, and then it is modulated to
intermediate frequency (IF) of 3750MHz ±150MHz. The
IF chirp signal conveys to the transmitter and is upconverted to a signal with a center frequency of 36.05
GHz. Thus, the signal with a center frequency of 36.05
GHz and bandwidth of 300MHz is transmitted to the air.
Then, the signal is received by the receiving antenna for
processing by the receiver. The receiver is comprised of
low noise amplifier (LNA), a mixer and an IF amplifier,
where the LNA is used for amplifying the received echo
signal. After that, the amplified signal is down-converted
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to IF. Then, the IF amplifier further boosts the IF signal
and conveys it to a 16-bit ADC with 10MHz sampling
rate. A high-speed Compact Flash (CF) card is used to
store the data. The FPGA is used as the controller of the
designed radar system. All the radar is designed by us,
including the software and the hardware.

found that there is no vibration when this is no vehicles
passing across the bridge. The status of the bridge
changes quickly when there are vehicles running though
the bridge.

Fig. 3. Setup of the bridge vibration monitoring.
Fig. 2. Photograph of the designed mm-wave radar.
For the outside testing, the data is copied from the
CF card and processed by using a laptop. In addition, a
camera is installed on the top of the mm-wave radar
to give a comparison between the monitoring and the
practical scenarios. The designed mm-wave radar is
shown in Fig. 2.

III. EXPERIMENT
To verify the effectiveness and the stability of the
devised mm-wave radar system, two experiments have
been constructed to monitor the micro-deformation of
highway and the freight railway bridges. Based on the
previous studies for monitoring the micro-deformations
of the corner reflectors and the city railway bridges
in Beijing, a highway bridge around Beijing-Tianjin
expressway which is near the sixth ring roads of Beijing
is monitored by using our developed mm-wave radar.
The setup of the experiment is given in Fig. 3, where the
radar is setup under the bridge. This is to say that the
antenna array of the radar is pointed to the bridges
directly. If the antenna array is installed and pointed to
the bridge with an angle, the correction method should
be adopted to ensure the accuracy of the monitoring. As
we know, the health condition of the bridge is related the
magnitude of the vibration. In the monitoring, the microdeformation is given in continuous magnitude, which
is to illustrate the displacement of the vibration. The
monitored micro-deformation can give a reference to the
health condition detection of the bridges.
The monitoring scenario is described in Fig. 4,
where there is a truck passing though the monitored
bridge. The monitored result is illustrated in Fig. 5. It is

Fig. 4. Scenario of highway bridge monitoring.

Fig. 5. Experiment result on vertical vibration of the
highway bridge
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Fig. 6. Spectrum of the vertical vibration of the highway
bridge w/o filter (Normalized amplitude in millimeter).
From the bridge monitoring experiments and the
monitoring results of the highway bridge vibration
monitoring, we found that the calculation method for
loading vibration of highway bridge is similar with
calculation method for loading vibration of light-railway
bridge in [20]. At the same time, there are several trucks
and cars running on the bridges. These vehicles hit the
bridge to produce the strong vibrations during the
different time at 0.5s, 0.8s, 2s, 5s, 9s, 12.3s and 13.8s.
When the vehicles leave the bridge, the vibrations
disappear quickly. There is some residual in the
monitoring period, which might be caused by the radar
installation position which is set under the bridge. Since
the highway bridge is wide, the vibration is different at
each side, which also depends on types of the vehicles.
From the results, we can see that truck gives a strong
hit to the bridge, and hence, an obvious vibration is
appeared around 13.8s. Also, the vibrating frequency is
considered to provide a reference for avoiding the selfresonance of the bridges.

Fig. 7. Setup and scenario of freight railway bridge
monitoring.

Fig. 8. Experiment result on vertical vibration of the
freight railway bridge.

Fig. 9. Spectrum of the vertical vibration of the freight
railway bridge with filter (Normalized amplitude in
millimeter).
The spectrum of the highway bridge vibration can
be gotten, which is illustrated in Fig. 6. From Fig. 6,
it is clearly seen that the bridge vibration during the
monitoring period is comprised of serval different
vibration frequencies which are focus on 0-5Hz. Base on
the analysis and comparison with the optical picture, we
found that the loading vibration frequency of the bridge
is caused by the truck at 13.8s, while the vibration
appeared at 12.8s is caused by the smaller truck. The
bridge is a prestressed continuous concrete bridge made
of several spans, which is supported by box girders [26].
The loading frequencies of the box girder caused by
different vehicles are approximately 3Hz, which have
relationship to the length of these vehicles. Herein, the
relationship is given by [20]:
v
(7)
f  ,
L
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In this experiment, the velocity of the truck is 110km/h.
The length of the truck and the car is around 15m. Thus,
the vibration frequency happened at 2-3Hz, and the
complex vibration frequencies may be caused by the
other vehicles passing though the bridge.
The vibration of the bridge will be affected by the
material and the structure of the blocks and the boxes
[22], which can be calculated by the following equation
[20, 27]:

and highway bridge are mainly determined by the
changes of the bridge structure. The dominant vibrations
of such bridges are symmetry with vertical bending of
the main girder when the interferometry radar is fixed.
From the experiments and discussions, it is worth noting
that the vibrations of the bridges can be well monitored.
To get the fast and accurate monitoring, the antenna
array should be pointed to the bridge directing.

VI. CONCLUSION

4

 
1
EI b   Lb
1 2
 Lb 
,
(8)
fs 
1
2
mb Lb
2
where EI b denotes the stiffness of the vertical bending
of the bridge, Lb represents the length of bridge span,
and mb is the weight of the bridge per unit length. Thus,
if we can get the accurate parameters of the bridges, we
can also get the natural frequency of the bridge vibration.
The natural frequency of the bridge vibration is
about 2-3Hz, which is approximately equal to the
vibration frequency of the bridge obtained at 13.8s.
Moreover, the vibration of the highway bridge is
complex since there are many vehicles running on the
bridge, and the structure, material and geographical
positions are complex, making it difficult to select a
good position to install the designed mm-wave radar.
However, our designed mm-wave radar can get the
accurate vibration of the bridge.
As for freight railway bridge monitoring, a freight
railway bridge on the Daqin freight railway around
Yanqing is monitored. The setup of the railway bridge
monitoring and monitoring scenario for freight railway
bridge vibration are presented in Fig. 7, where the radar
is still installed under the bridge and a train has more
than 100 boxes which are full with mines, is passing
though the bridge. The monitored result is presented in
Fig. 8. We can see that the bridge is static when there are
no trains. When a train reaches the bridge, there is a
strong vibration whose magnitude is large. Then, the
vibration magnitude is invariable when the train is
passing though the bridge in about 3 minutes. Thus, we
found that the vibration of the freight railway bridge
is different with the highway bridge and high-speed
railway bridge. The spectrum of the freight railway
bridge vibration is analyzed and is given in Fig. 9. It can
be seen that the bridge has a strong vibration as the train
arrive the bridge, and the vibration frequency is about
6Hz. There is a resonance at 20Hz and 40Hz which
might be caused by the head of the train lying at the
middle of the train and the leaving of the train from the
bridge. Also, the free vibration of the monitoring freight
railway bridge is complex since it is near a highway and
crosses on a river. From the above monitoring results, we
found that the vibrations from the freight railway bridge
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A mm-wave radar has been designed and used for
bridge micro-deformation monitoring. Two experiments
have been setup to monitor a highway and freight railway
bridges. The monitoring results showed that the proposed
mm-wave can well monitor the vibrations of the highway
and freight railway bridges with a high resolution and a
good precision. In addition, the proposed mm-wave
radar can also well detect the coming of the train in the
freight railway bridge, which makes the radar very useful
for bridge micro-deformation and the rail vibrations. In
the future, we will develop reconfigurable and MIMO
antennas based on defected ground plane to make the
designed radar light [28-31].
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